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 You will of course have understood that, since the

 performers of the instrumental items were all schoolboys and

 amateurs, their repertoire would not be unlimited.

 Yours faithfully,

 Rugby, January 8, 1918. ARTHUR H. PEPPIN.

 [We asked the question which Mr. Peppin quotes, but

 which we hope he will not mind our saying he does not

 answer. We found no fault with the programme as music.

 We pleaded meekly for the inclusion of at least one piece of

 British music in a programme performed by British boys in a

 great British public school at a time when our national art is

 struggling to assert itself. Bach, Brahms, and Chopin have

 provided music for the gods, and we admire greatly the taste

 of the boy who recognised this fact and the achievement of

 the young executants in being able to tackle such splendid

 stuff. As we stated in our brief comment, Rugby has

 earned a great reputation for its music. But what about

 the two part-songs by Fuss and Otto which perhaps the

 boy did not select? Are there no British part-songs to

 equal these German compositions? Gurlitt, too, is not an

 immortal, although in common with a host of German

 pattern-writers much beloved in girls' schools, he was a

 useful enough mortal. We admit the difficulty of finding

 British pianoforte music of the kind asked for by Mr. Peppin.

 There is a repertory and a growing one. But the subject

 deserves more than a passing reference, and we hope later

 on to be able to deal with it usefully. As to music for 'cello

 and pianoforte, although we shrink from compiling a short

 list that may appear invidious, we venture to suggest that

 the selection given below provides a fair choice of music

 by British composers fully as educational as that of Gurlitt:

 H. Walford Davies, ' Solemn Melddy'; Edward Elgar,

 'Canto Popolare,' 'Chan d M' Chanson de Main,' 'Chanson de

 Nuit,' ' Wand of Youth,' Op. Ia; Arthur Hervey,

 'Cantilene and Legende Espagnole'; A. C. Mackenzie,

 'Benedictus' and Six Pieces, Op. 37 ; Battison

 Haynes, Twelve Sketches; Ernest Austin, ' Sweet

 Night'; C. V. Stanford, Three Intermezzi; H. Waldo

 Warner, 'Elegie' ; W. Wolstenholme, Allegretto

 and Romanza; W. H. Squire, 'Album de Morceaux

 caracteristiques,' Books I and 2 (English, notwith-

 standing the fantastic camouflage of the title. There

 are numerous other pieces by this prolific composer).-

 ED., MT.]

 lReviewe.

 MUSIC FOR STRINGS.

 From Winthrop Rogers come ' Two Old English Tunes for

 Violin and Pianoforte,' by Roger Quilter. The tunes are

 'Drink to me only with thine eyes,' and 'We be three poor

 mariners.' They are freely paraphrased, and make capital

 pieces of fair length and difficulty. We much prefer the

 second, the treatment of the first being somewhat over-

 luscious.

 A beautiful work for violoncello and pianoforte is Joseph

 Tongen's Sketch, 'Dans la Douceur des Pins.' (J. & W.

 Chester).

 SONGS.

 Winthrop Rogers send a parcel of striking songs:

 'Under the Balcony' and 'Arab Love-song,' by H. V.

 Jervis-Read; 'Thy Hand in Mine,' and 'Strew no more

 Red Roses,' by Frank Bridge; 'Le Depart du Conscrit,'

 words (French and English) and music by Maude Valerie

 White; ' Remembrance,' by Teresa del Riego ; and a Set of

 Three Songs of William Blake, with music by Roger

 Quilter. Of this batch of good things we are particularly

 struck by the two songs by Frank Bridge, and the austere

 but moving ' Depart du Conscrit.'

 J. Curwen & Sons send a batch of songs by Martin Shaw

 -'Bird or Beast?' (Christina Rossetti), Easter Carol

 (Christina Rossetti), 'The Land of Heart's Desire' (W. B.

 Yeats), 'Over the Sea' (Christina Rossetti), 'Song of the I

 Palanquin Bearers' (Sarojini Naidu), and 'Summer'

 (Christina Rossetti). All are characteristic of the composer,
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 MUSIC FOR BOYS' OR FEMALE-VOICE CHOIRS.

 'Come, Jesus, come,' the words from a hymn by

 Bishop Heber, an accompanied three-part (s.s A.) anthem

 for boys' or female voices, composed by John E. West, is a

 new number (No. 58) of Novello's Chorister Series. There

 is much melody and graceful treatment in the vocal parts,

 and the music is within the powers of any well-trained choir.

 The piece is well worth the attention of female-voice choirs.

 MUSIC FOR MIXED-VOICE CHOIRS.

 'Soldiers at Peace' (Novello) is a poem by

 Herbert Asquith, set for chorus and orchestra by I. Boyle.

 The words hae a pithos that is sympathetically reflected

 in the music. A certain striking motif' comes about

 twonty times in the instrumental part, and in a way binds

 the beginning to the end. The vocal part-writing is smooth

 and singable. The piece is a very suitable one for a choral
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 I interrupted her by saying that I had some pieces to

 play to her. She said at once, 'Are they nice enough to

 dance to ? ' I replied, ' Some of them are ; will you tell me

 if you like them ?' She agreed, and listened. I took up the

 Primary Division Tests and played Study in C (Czerny,

 Op. 139, No. 3). 'No.' ' Meadow blossoms' (Reinecke,

 Op. 254, No. II). 'No.' Then I began Gavotte in C,

 by Alfred Earnshaw, and she immediately broke away and

 began dancing, with the words 'I like that.' Then the

 Study in G (Duvernoy, Op. 176, No. 5). 'No.' Then

 * A Little Piece,' by Jasper Graham, roused her enthusiasm.

 'The Soldiers' March' (Schumann) and the Study in C

 (Loeschhorn, Op. 65, No. 4) made no appeal to her ; but the

 Allegro in G (Latour, Op. 4) she liked 'only a little bit,

 not much.' The 'Minuet' by Thomas F. Dunhill, Op. 46b,

 delighted her. Is it curious that she should have specially

 chosen three pieces by living composers ?-that in each case

 the rhythms are bright and genial? Is it surprising that the

 composers are British ? The child was indeed happy, and
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